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Introduction 
Five months into the unwinding of the federal Medicaid continuous coverage requirement, states continue to 
work through an unprecedented volume of eligibility and enrollment actions, while also contending with growing 
workforce constraints. Medicaid and Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) enrollees, for the first time since 
March 2020, are being asked to act to maintain health coverage (e.g., updating contact information, filling out a 
renewal form/responding to requests for information if unable to be renewed on an ex parte basis). Almost half of 
Medicaid enrollees report that it is their first time ever going through the renewal process; and, even individuals 
familiar with the process may find renewal forms and other notices confusing. Medicaid, CHIP, Marketplace and 
integrated human services1 call centers are experiencing a surge in the number of callers seeking information about 
their health coverage (e.g., how to reset passwords for online accounts, case status inquiries, requests to re-enroll 
after termination). 
 
In some states, high call volume is translating to long wait times and high rates of call abandonment, 
adversely affecting Medicaid and CHIP enrollees who rely on the call center as a critical source of assistance 
and support. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, individuals enrolled in Medicaid prefer multiple 
modalities of communication—including telephone. When call centers fail to function well, there is heightened 
risk of inappropriate coverage loss, particularly among Black, Latino/a, and other people of color who are 
disproportionately represented among those due to renew and who may be in jeopardy of losing access to 
coverage and care. Federal funding is also on the line: the ability for enrollees to submit renewals telephonically 
is a federal requirement.2 States unable to offer this point of renewal access to consumers could face corrective 
action and financial penalties, pursuant the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2023.3 There is no simple solution 
to providing optimal call center performance, but workforce challenges are exacerbating states’ challenges during 
unwinding. 
 
Recognizing the crucial role of call centers in supporting enrollees throughout the eligibility and enrollment process, 
states can use this toolkit to identify opportunities and explore strategies to improve call center functionality. 
Investments in call center capacity will support unwinding and long-term call center performance improvement, 
thereby reducing the burden on state staff and mitigating inappropriate coverage losses among Medicaid and  
CHIP enrollees. 

https://www.kff.org/medicaid/poll-finding/the-unwinding-of-medicaid-continuous-enrollment-knowledge-and-experiences-of-enrollees/
https://www.medicaid.gov/resources-for-states/downloads/medicaid-chip-unwinding-oper-snap-april2023-07072023.pdf
https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issue-brief/unwinding-the-continuous-enrollment-provision-perspectives-from-current-medicaid-enrollees/
https://www.shvs.org/the-end-of-the-covid-public-health-emergency-potential-health-equity-implications-of-ending-medicaid-continuous-coverage/
https://www.congress.gov/117/bills/hr2617/BILLS-117hr2617enr.pdf
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# Call Center Strategies 

1.0  Workforce 

1.1 Transform the role into a profession to attract and retain call center staff. Efforts could include offering increased wages, 
changing the compensation structure from hourly wage to fixed salary, rebranding the job description, and providing 
advancement opportunities. 

1.2 Offer financial incentivizes and job flexibility to help with attrition (e.g., bonus for every three months of employment, 
tenure-based raises, remote work, part-time scheduling).

1.3 Address staffing constraints by:

• Filling vacancies for call center staff as quickly as possible, which could entail utilizing different hiring strategies (e.g., 
recruit recent graduates, hire nationally for remote work).

• Deploying additional, temporary contractors to staff the call center. [For states with integrated systems: hire contractors 
that can assist with Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and other human services program-related 
questions.]4

• Leveraging other state/sister agency staff for overflow support, directing callers to staff with available call center capacity 
(e.g., Marketplace staff). 

• Requesting section 1902(e)(14) authority to (1) permit managed care plans to assist enrollees with completing the 
renewal process, thereby reducing the burden on call center staff and other eligibility workers assisting with renewals, 
and (2) accept updated enrollee contact information from managed care plans, which can be integrated with the call 
center database (as can other non-eligibility-related updates).5 

• Relying on Navigators and assisters to support enrollees with the renewal process, including helping to complete the 
renewal form. Using 1902(e)(14) authority, states can permit the designation of an authorized representative for the 
purposes of signing an application or renewal form via the telephone without a signed designation from the applicant or 
enrollee.

1.4 Evaluate whether to outsource the call center to a vendor (for consideration in the long-term, or short-term if the state 
has an emergency or sole source procurement pathway). States may outsource entirely (i.e., the telephony technology, 
oversight and staffing) or outsource specific components of the call center. 

1.5 Build levers into the contracting and procurement process to hold vendors/contractors accountable. For example, 
states can incorporate into contracts/contract amendments, request for proposals or information, purchasing orders, and 
memorandums of understanding:

• Key performance indicators, such as call abandonment rates and employee attrition rates. 

• Minimum staffing and retention requirements tied to vendor payment.

• Call center technologies to conduct quality checks and assess the competency of staff [e.g., CallMiner, interactive voice 
response (IVR) software and callback capabilities]. 

https://www.medicaid.gov/resources-for-states/downloads/state-strategies-to-prevent-procedural-terminations.pdf
https://www.medicaid.gov/resources-for-states/downloads/state-strategies-to-prevent-procedural-terminations.pdf
https://callminer.com/blog/101-statistics-on-patient-experience-satisfaction-billing-and-more
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# Call Center Strategies 

2.0  Training and Education 

2.1 Upskill state call center staff and contractors to provide assistance commensurate to the support provided by eligibility 
specialists (e.g., to help with data entry, obtain verification—recognizing that, in some states, contractors may not be able to 
make a final determination of eligibility). 

2.2 Streamline, standardize, and expedite training modules so that call center staff are operational as quickly as possible. 
(For states with integrated systems: revamp training to match specific modules with certain roles and modify or 
reduce training time for topics that are unnecessary for such roles.)

2.3 Update call center training resources, guides, scripts, and frequently asked questions (FAQs) to ensure call center 
staff are: 

• Knowledgeable about unwinding-related topics (e.g., any temporary flexibilities in place—such as allowing the 
designation of authorized representatives or waiving SNAP interview requirements, what to tell consumers who are 
asking about their renewal date or how to prepare for unwinding). 

• Appropriately routing callers (e.g., only routing individuals to eligibility specialists or other high-volume lines when 
necessary). 

• Directing callers to other sources of support (e.g., the portal, mobile app) as an alternative to calling back or waiting on 
hold.  

2.4 Improve and expand member education on common consumer support topics by:

• Updating existing and developing new materials (e.g., notices, videos, FAQs, advertising and paid media) to clearly 
convey information and answer common questions. The District of Columbia, for example, uses a “how to” video to 
instruct enrollees on how to complete their renewal forms and update information online in addition to the call center. 

• Utilizing effectively the time on hold to share important information—including in languages other than English—with 
callers (e.g., to update your contact information, do this; for questions about your SNAP benefits, go here). 

2.5 Promote and educate Navigators, assisters, community-based organizations, and members about other sources of 
support (e.g., portals, chatbots, mobile apps) in addition to the call center. 

3.0  Process Improvements  

3.1 Review data on call volume by reason code to identify call drivers and target strategies accordingly (e.g., enable 
people to reset passwords without having to call if a high volume of calls are related to password reset, modify IVR menu 
options, develop new FAQs to answer common questions).  

3.2 Implement direct dial options or update menu options—including in other languages—to route callers to the 
appropriate line, dedicated lines, or away from lines with high wait times. (For states with integrated systems: segment 
Medicaid-only lines from lines that handle joint Medicaid and other human services questions/issues.)

3.3 Extend call center hours to provide additional support to callers (particularly on nights and weekends).

3.4 Provide callers the option to receive a callback when on hold. This could include a feature to eliminate the number of 
calls in the queue by only allowing one place in line per caller (“Hold My Place”), assuming the state can guarantee a callback. 

3.5 Share information with callers when on hold, such as:

• Estimated wait time and/or the status of their call in the queue. 

• Options for resolving common issues and other sources of support [e.g., go to the portal to update contact information, 
go to (insert website) for information on community organizations/assisters who can help you complete your renewal].

3.6 Minimize the personal information requested from callers required to obtain assistance through the call center (e.g., 
social security numbers).  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24wQ_pSBgD8
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# Call Center Strategies 

 4.0  Technological Improvements

4.1
Leverage IVR capabilities (e.g., to triage calls and manage referral volume by updating menu options; enable callers to 
check redetermination/application status, change passwords, update contact information; respond to simple questions). 
Note, however, that IVR is not a replacement for assistance from a customer service representative; callers need to be able 
to readily access customer service representatives. (For states with integrated systems: utilize IVR for SNAP/Temporary 
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)-specific requests—e.g., to enable callers to obtain information on balance, 
transaction history, interviews, etc.). 

4.2 Utilize member portals (e.g., to enable authorized representatives to assist consumers, enable consumers to track 
application status). Note, however, that portals and other technologies are not replacements for assistance through the call 
center. Missouri recently launched a new portal to help the state’s Medicaid enrollees access important updates about their 
benefits, submit information, and find out about renewal timelines. (For states with integrated systems: also address SNAP/
TANF questions through the portal.)

4.3 Explore other technological innovations (e.g., mobile app, chatbot, portal tracking tools or “pizza trackers”)  
to address common and simple questions (e.g., password reset, case status inquiries, document requests) and enable  
enrollees to track application and renewal status. Arizona, for example, created a live chat feature to answer enrollee  
questions about renewals and reduce the burden on state workforce. (For states with integrated systems: address SNAP/
TANF questions and enable tracking of SNAP recertifications/other activities through technological innovations.)

https://dss.mo.gov/press/05-10-2023-fsd-customer-portal.htm
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/13bwC1wB9QiRjp22uyKANJ?domain=azahcccs.gov
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Support for this toolkit was provided by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. The views expressed here do not necessarily reflect the 
views of the Foundation.  

ABOUT THE ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON FOUNDATION 
 
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF) is committed to improving health and health equity in the United States. In partnership 
with others, we are working to develop a Culture of Health rooted in equity that provides every individual with a fair and just opportunity 
to thrive, no matter who they are, where they live, or how much money they have.

Health is more than an absence of disease. It is a state of physical, mental, and emotional wellbeing. It reflects what takes place in our 
communities, where we live and work, where our children learn and play, and where we gather to worship. That is why RWJF focuses 
on identifying, illuminating, and addressing the barriers to health caused by structural racism and other forms of discrimination, including 
sexism, ableism, and prejudice based on sexual orientation.

We lean on evidence to advance health equity. We cultivate leaders who work individually and collectively across sectors to address 
health equity. We promote policies, practices, and systems-change to dismantle the structural barriers to wellbeing created by racism. 
And we work to amplify voices to shift national conversations and attitudes about health and health equity.

Through our efforts, and the efforts of others, we will continue to strive toward a Culture of Health that benefits all. It is our legacy, it is 
our calling, and it is our honor.

For more information, visit www.rwjf.org.

ABOUT STATE HEALTH AND VALUE STRATEGIES—PRINCETON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AND INTERNATIONAL 
AFFAIRS 
 
State Health and Value Strategies (SHVS) assists states in their efforts to transform health and healthcare by providing targeted 
technical assistance to state officials and agencies. The program is a grantee of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, led by staff 
at Princeton University’s School of Public and International Affairs. The program connects states with experts and peers to undertake 
healthcare transformation initiatives. By engaging state officials, the program provides lessons learned, highlights successful strategies 
and brings together states with experts in the field. Learn more at www.shvs.org.

 
ABOUT MANATT HEALTH 
 
This toolkit was prepared by Patricia Boozang, Kaylee O’Connor and Michelle Savuto. Manatt Health, a division of Manatt, Phelps & 
Phillips, LLP, is an integrated legal and consulting practice with over 160 professionals in nine locations across the country. Manatt 
Health supports states, providers, and insurers with understanding and navigating the complex and rapidly evolving healthcare policy 
and regulatory landscape. Manatt Health brings deep subject matter expertise to its clients, helping them expand coverage, increase 
access, and create new ways of organizing, paying for, and delivering care. For more information, visit www.manatt.com/ManattHealth.
aspx

http://www.rwjf.org
http://www.shvs.org/
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ENDNOTES
1. States with integrated human services systems have unique challenges, as call center staff need to be well-versed in multiple program’s eligibility requirements and    

 renewal processes.

2. States are also federally required to ensure that enrollees can return the signed renewal form through all available modalities—online, in-person, by mail, and by  
 telephone. See 42 CFR 435.907 and State Health & Value Strategies (SHVS)/Manatt Health, Ensuring Compliance With Federal Renewal Requirements: State 
Diagnostic Assessment Tool. 

 
3. Related penalties could include suspension of procedural terminations and/or civil monetary penalties up to $100,000 per day if CMS determines that a state has    

 failed to submit or implement its corrective action plan.

4. Integrated systems refers to integrated human services systems, such as SNAP or TANF.
 
5. Managed care plans must limit their renewal form assistance to completing fields in the renewal forms with information provided by the enrollee, excluding any       

 fields associated with managed care plan selection or the enrollee’s signature. Managed care plans must not provide choice counseling (defined at 42 CFR § 438.2)      
 services to their enrollees.

https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-42/chapter-IV/subchapter-C/part-435/subpart-J/subject-group-ECFR0717d3fdf4a090c/section-435.916
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-42/chapter-IV/subchapter-C/part-435/subpart-J/subject-group-ECFR9b4bff9082050a1/section-435.907
https://www.shvs.org/resource/ensuring-compliance-with-federal-renewal-requirements-state-diagnostic-assessment-tool/
https://www.shvs.org/resource/ensuring-compliance-with-federal-renewal-requirements-state-diagnostic-assessment-tool/
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